Year Three Reading Entitlement Texts
At Bulphan we aim to create a love of reading in all children. Below are some of the texts that teachers will
base their reading sessions on. Children will read these texts as a class, individually or in a small group, and
complete activities based upon these using their wider reading skills.
Title

Author

Perfectly Norman – Norman was perfectly normal… until the day he
grew a pair of wings!

Tom Percival

How to be a lion – you don’t have to ROAR to be heard.

Ed Vere

The Egyptian Cinderella – will the Pharaoh find the owner of the
rose-red slippers?

Shirley Climo

Dragons in a Bag – will Jaxon be able to keep the baby dragons safe?

Zetta Elliott

Voices in the park – A clever book that looks at the same story from
different perspectives, this picture book is ideal to provoke
discussion and debate.

Anthony Browne

The Great Chocoplot – what would happen if the world was about to
run out of chocolate?

Chris Callaghan

The Boy Who Grew Dragons – the first chapter book in a series
about adventures with dragons!

Andy Shepherd

The Twits – what nasty tricks will Mr and Mrs Twit get up to next?

Roald Dahl

Secrets of a Sun King – enter a world of Egyptian pharaohs and
ancient curses.

Emma Carroll

The Iron Man – can the Iron Giant and Hogarth save the planet from
a terrifying creature?

Ted Hughes

James and the Giant Peach – crawl inside the giant peach and take a
peek inside!

Roald Dahl

Please Mrs Butler – a witty collection of school poems.

Allan Ahlberg

Varjak Paw- When Varkjak Paw, an exotic blue cat, listens to his
grandfather tell him the mysterious ways of secret ninja cats, he
soon finds himself thrust into a world of strange events and
dangerous adventures.

SF Said

“The more you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you'll go.”

